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In 2010, the Federal Circuit issued ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., a landmark decision holding that settlement-related evidence can be compelling proof of damages in subsequent litigation. The effects of ResQNet were immediately evident. Some practitioners argued that ResQNet granted unlimited permission to use prior patent settlement agreements and related negotiations as evidence of damages for patent infringement. Some courts agreed, while others decided that the Federal Circuit’s ruling had no effect on Federal Rule of Evidence 408’s prohibition on the use at trial of settlement-related evidence to prove damages. Simply put, ResQNet wrought havoc on the standards for the use of patent settlements and settlement negotiations, resulting in a range of divergent rulings nationwide.

Faced with an increasingly fractured landscape, the Federal Circuit has taken steps to calm the confusion caused by ResQNet. In two recent decisions, the Federal Circuit attempted to clarify the standards for using patent settlement agreements and negotiations. But several questions remain unanswered. In particular, one of these decisions exacerbated a circuit split over “settlement privilege,” and the other left questions regarding the propriety of certain expert testimony unaddressed. Despite the Federal Circuit’s recent efforts to clarify the meaning and scope of ResQNet, practitioners and courts will continue to wrangle with difficult questions regarding the discovery and admissibility of settlement-related evidence. These lingering issues will require further Federal Circuit attention—or even Supreme Court intervention—before the questions raised by ResQNet can finally be settled.

The Decision in ResQNet

In 2010, the Federal Circuit vacated a $506,505 damages award in ResQNet’s favor, finding the district court’s ruling to be “inconsistent with sound damages jurisprudence” because it “relied on speculative and unreliable evidence divorced from proof of economic harm.” In particular, the court was troubled by ResQNet’s expert testimony that “used licenses with no relationship to the claimed invention to drive the royalty rate up to unjustified double-digit levels.” Because the district court “made no effort to link [these] licenses to the infringed patent,” the Federal Circuit remanded with instructions to rely instead on “evidence of licenses on the claimed technology.”
In a key section of the decision, the Federal Circuit indicated that such evidence could include final settlement agreements arising out of previous litigation between ResQNet and outside third parties. The court acknowledged its precedents to the contrary, including its prior rulings emphasizing that “license fees negotiated in the face of a threat of . . . litigation . . . may be strongly influenced by a desire to avoid full litigation.”7 Indeed, these earlier decisions played a central role in Judge Newman’s dissent, which criticized the majority’s emphasis on “royalties of litigation-induced licenses.”8 Despite this persuasive dissent and decades of precedent—dating back to an 1889 Supreme Court ruling9—the panel majority instructed the district court to “not rely on unrelated licenses to increase the reasonable royalty rate,” while simultaneously suggesting “that the most reliable license in this record arose out of [other] litigation.”10 The implication was clear: licenses resulting from third-party settlements can be reliable indicia of the appropriate royalty for a related license, and thus are eligible for evidentiary consideration by the examining court.

The World after ResQNet
Patent litigators quickly got the hint. Almost immediately after the ResQNet decision was issued, district courts across the country found themselves faced with motions to compel and admit settlement-related documents. But it was not clear how such motions should be adjudicated. On one hand, the district courts had received an apparent directive from the Federal Circuit to consider “reliable” and “related” licenses, even if such licenses arose out of litigation. On the other, however, the district courts also were bound by the Federal Rules of Evidence—including Rule 408, which unambiguously mandates that settlement-related evidence is “not admissible . . . to prove or disprove the validity or amount of a disputed claim.”11

Faced with this conflicting guidance, district courts unsurprisingly reached vastly different conclusions. Ruling on motions to compel discovery of settlement-related evidence, some courts decided that this evidence was protected by a settlement privilege12 and still other courts tried to navigate a middle ground.14 The results were equally muddled with respect to motions to admit settlement-related evidence at trial: some courts found settlement-related evidence to be per se admissible in light of ResQNet15 and others ruled the evidence inadmissible under Rule 408.16 In short, ResQNet created a mess.17

Discovery and In re MSTG
In the wake of the confusion caused by ResQNet, the Federal Circuit issued two decisions aimed squarely at settling the questions raised by that 2010 decision. The first of these, In re MSTG, Inc.,18 provides new guidance that settlement-related evidence is generally discoverable under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26.19

The petitioner in MSTG asked the Federal Circuit to “fashion a new privilege . . . [to] prevent discovery of litigation settlement negotiations related to reasonable royalties and damages.”20 Such privileges, however, “are not lightly created,”21 and require the careful consideration of several factors, including congressional and state pronouncements, prior judicial experience, the list of privileges proposed under the Federal Rules of Evidence, and the public interest.22 After reviewing these factors,23 the court expressly held “that settlement negotiations related to reasonable royalties and damage calcula-
tions are not protected by a settlement negotiation privilege.”24 MSTG thus seems to set out a background rule in favor of discoverability: no privilege attaches to settlement negotiations, so the only limits to the discovery of settlement-related evidence are those that typically apply under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26’s “broad and liberal policy of discovery.”25

The MSTG decision has the obvious benefit of clarifying the standard for the discoverability of patent settlement-related evidence.26 But this clarity comes at a cost. In deciding MSTG, the Federal Circuit took sides in a circuit split over the existence of a settlement privilege.27 Before the Federal Circuit issued this decision, the Sixth Circuit ruled that “any communications made in furtherance of settlement are privileged,”28 while other courts, including the Seventh Circuit, had staked out an opposing position.29 While the clarity provided by MSTG has been welcomed by the district courts, only Supreme Court (or congressional) action can now definitively resolve this open question.

Although MSTG took some important first steps toward settling the standard for discovery of settlement-related evidence, it explicitly left open the question of admissibility.30 Moreover, the opinion doubles down on ResQNet’s puzzling endorsement of the use at trial of such evidence.31 Fortunately, the Federal Circuit has since taken definitive steps toward resolving the question of admissibility.

**Admissibility and LaserDynamics v. Quanta Computer**

In August 2012, the Federal Circuit addressed a district court decision admitting—over Quanta’s objection—a prior settlement license between LaserDynamics and third-party BenQ into evidence.32 Before a damages trial, Quanta filed a motion in limine under Federal Rule of Evidence 403 seeking to exclude the BenQ license, emphasizing that the agreement was reached in the midst of litigation in which BenQ had been repeatedly sanctioned, and that the agreement provided for a lump-sum payment while LaserDynamics wanted to use it to prove a royalty rate. The district court denied the motion and allowed the agreement into evidence.

The Federal Circuit reversed. Importantly, although the issue itself arose under Rule 403, the opinion goes out of its way to note that Rule 408 “specifically prohibits the admission of settlement offers and negotiations offered to prove the amount of damages owed on a claim.”33 This clear restatement of the Federal Rules—together with the opinion’s healthy skepticism of the value of settlement-related evidence34—recalls earlier Federal Circuit opinions,35 and accords with academic analysis of ResQNet.36

Overall, the decision emphasizes the unreliability of settlement-related evidence, while carefully casting ResQNet as a unique outlier—a case wherein the only relevant evidence in the record was a settlement license, while all other damages-related evidence was unreliable.37 By contrast, LaserDynamics reiterated Rule 408’s prohibition on “the admission of settlement offers and negotiations,” while emphasizing that such evidence (including the particular evidence in that case) tends not to be a “reliable indicator[] of what willing parties would agree to in a hypothetical negotiation.”38
Open Questions

In *MSTG* and *LaserDynamics*, the Federal Circuit took strides to resolve the confusion that boiled over in the wake of *ResQNet*. Nevertheless, some questions regarding the discovery and admissibility of settlement-related evidence remain.

**Discovery**

Although *MSTG* held that no absolute privilege bars the discovery of settlement-related evidence, the opinion noted that several other courts have “imposed heightened standards for discovery in order to protect confidential settlement discussions,” and left for another day the question whether such limits apply under Federal Circuit law.39

Patent owners and litigators seeking to keep settlement-related evidence confidential are likely to argue that heightened standards should apply to such evidence. Only time will tell whether the district courts will accept these arguments, and if so, what kinds of rules will apply to the discovery of settlement negotiations and agreements.40 But if past experience41 and prior results42 are any indication, we will see a wide range of rulings43 on this question. Indeed, some courts have already noted differing approaches,44 and these are likely to persist—at least until the Federal Circuit intervenes again.

**Admissibility**

The procedural posture of *LaserDynamics* prevented the Federal Circuit from definitively resolving the applicability of Federal Rule of Evidence 408 to patent settlement-related evidence. Although this decision clarified that settlement-related evidence is generally disfavored under the Federal Rules of Evidence because of its inherent unreliability,45 the decision nevertheless maintained that *ResQNet* properly directed the district court’s attention to the settlement license in that record (even if it acknowledged that the case was unique).46 This ambiguity in *LaserDynamics*, together with *MSTG*’s own statement that settlement-related evidence is “pertinent to the issue of reasonable royalties,”47 suggests the Federal Circuit has left open a small window that should have been sealed shut by Rule 408.48

But even if the Federal Circuit seems inclined to eventually direct adherence to Rule 408, as *LaserDynamics* suggests, the court will nevertheless have to face the question of how Rule 408 interacts with Article VII of the Federal Rules of Evidence. Because settlement-related evidence is subject to discovery, these documents may be analyzed and discussed at trial as part of an expert opinion—even if they would be otherwise inadmissible.49 Furthermore, the court may allow the introduction of the actual underlying evidence on cross-examination.50 That is, Rules 703 and 705 may operate to admit that which Rule 408 attempts to preclude. Perhaps unsurprisingly, courts have not come to a clear consensus on how these rules interact. Some have ruled that Article VII’s provisions trump Rule 408’s prohibition,51 while other courts have ruled contrariwise.52 The answer to this question may also have a substantial impact on the scope of available discovery, especially in light of recently proposed amendments to the discovery rules.53 The importance of this issue will continue to grow as expert testimony plays an increasingly important role in patent damages determinations,54 and will eventually require a definitive answer from the Federal Circuit, if not the Supreme Court.
Conclusion

The decision in ResQNet muddled the standards for the discovery and admission of patent settlements and settlement negotiations, and thereby resulted in vastly divergent rulings in district courts across the nation. In the face of this confusion, the Federal Circuit’s decisions in MSTG and LaserDynamics have made progress toward resolving these open questions. Although these rulings do much to clarify the law, they do not solve all the problems raised by ResQNet. LaserDynamics was brought under Rule 403, rather than Rule 408, and so its commentary on the latter rule is arguably no more than dicta. More importantly, LaserDynamics and MSTG did not completely back down from ResQNet’s confusing directive to consider settlement-related evidence, calling it “appropriately pertinent” to patent damages determinations, and thereby leaving open the possibility that such evidence may be admissible. Furthermore, MSTG intimated that a higher standard may be appropriate for settlement-related discovery, but declined to specifically articulate the applicable standard. Although LaserDynamics and MSTG may have solved some of the problems created by ResQNet, the open questions that survive these decisions mean that we are certain to see these issues continue to come before the Federal Circuit in future years.
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